As computational power is increasing, molecular dynamics simulations are becoming more important in materials science, chemistry, physics, and other fields of science. We demonstrate weak and strong scaling of our classical molecular dynamics code SPaSM on Livermore's BlueGene/L architecture containing 131 072 IBM PowerPC440 processors. A maximum of 320 billion atoms have been simulated in double precision, corresponding to a cubic piece of solid copper with an edge length of 1.56 µm.
Introduction
Since the invention of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in 1957 by Berni Alder and Tom Wainwright, 1 the peak computational power has increased from about 1000 floating point operations per second (Flops) of early vacuum tube machines, like the UNIVAC at Livermore or the MANIAC at Los Alamos, to 360 TFlops on architectures like the IBM BlueGene/L (BGL) at Livermore. 2, 3 With this increase of computational power, the early 100 particle hard sphere system has grown into more sophisticated particle interactions -like smooth pair and many body potentials, as well as ab initio methods calculating the interatomic forces based on quantum mechanical principles -and the accessible system size has increased to many billions of particles. The importance of MD in science has evolved with this increase in capabilities, as can be illustrated by the dramatic growth in the MD-related fraction of the scientific literature (see Fig. 1 ). Today, 7 out of 1000 published scientific articles are related to MD -if looking at a specific physics journal such as Physical Review Letters this number is about 10 times largerand still growing exponentially.
Here, we demonstrate the scalability of the SPaSM (Scalable Parallel Shortrange Molecular dynamics) algorithm for up to 320 billion atoms, interacting via a Lennard-Jones pair potential, on Livermore's BGL system containing 131 072 IBM PowerPC 440 processors with a clock speed of 700 MHz. [4] [5] [6] Together with the analysis and visualization methods described earlier, 7 this enables scientific simulations in 3D on the micron length scale, with full atomistic resolution.
The SPaSM Algorithm
We will consider a box of particles interacting via a short-range potential, i.e., there is a cut-off radius r cut after which the interaction is neglected. There are many ways to map this physical geometry and its spatial distribution of particles to the memory of the computer. 8, 9 An efficient way is to organize the geometry into small cells that have an edge length at least as long as r cut . Interactions then only need to be calculated for particles that are in the same or adjacent cells. A traditional way of organizing the memory is to link the atoms that belong to a certain cell, and each time particles change cells to reorganize those links. This so-called linkedlist method is in contrast to the memory management of SPaSM, where particles that belong to the same cell are sequentially stored in memory (see Fig. 2 ). This way, interactions between particles can be calculated by just sequentially moving through the particle memory without having to hop through disjointed regions of memory. Also, no additional memory is needed to link the particles. In a typical MD simulation not many particles change their cell during one iteration, and therefore, the amount of time spent for sorting the particles into cells is small. However, if particles change cells often -which might be the case for certain applicationsa linked-list method might be the better choice.
In order to use a distributed memory multi-processor system, particle information has to be sent to and received from processor to processor. A spatial decomposition is used to assign particles to processors. 7 The Message Passing Interface (MPI) and local send-and receive buffers are handling the particle information exchange between processors. 10 Therefore, the iteration time t on a distributed memory system can be expressed as
where N is the number of particles (in millions) and P is the number of processors. The first term reflects that the computational effort increases linearly with the number of atoms per processor. The second term takes into account the message passing cost, which increases (under the assumption of homogeneity) as the surface area of the geometrical domain assigned to each processor. Using the SPaSM algorithm, various physical challenges in solid state physics, 11-13 fluid dynamics, 14 and even epidemiology 15 have been successfully
tackled by large-scale particle-based simulations.
Timings and Performance on BlueGene/L
Multiple short performance runs were carried out on the BGL system using 4096-131 072 CPUs and 1-320 billion particles arranged in a face-centered cubic lattice and interacting via a Lennard-Jones potential with r cut = 2.5σ or r cut = 5.0σ.
3
The runs presented here used the so-called virtual node mode, which means that all available CPUs are used for calculations. Before August 2005, only half of the 131 072 CPUs were installed, and iteration times were measured for 1-8 billion atoms on 4096-65 536 processors. The data from multiple runs nicely collapse and are fit by Eq. (1) with a = 7.67 sec and b = 0.779 sec (see Fig. 3 ). Weak scaling (varying the problem size and the number of CPUs, such that the problem size per CPU is constant, to verify that the execution time is constant) is to within noise perfectly achieved and not shown here. The strong scaling behavior (fixed problem size and varied processor counts, to measure the speed-up) exhibits an almost linear speed-up down to 30 000 atoms per processor (inset of Fig. 3 ). Based on Eq. (1), the communication time only becomes equal or greater than the calculation time for fewer than 1000 atoms per processor.
After the full configuration was completed in August 2005, runs with as many as 320 billion atoms were performed (see Fig. 3 ).
3 Either due to changes in system timers, or to the increase in total processor count from 2 16 to 2 17 (requiring an int rather than a short int to identify processors), we found a slight increase in measured iteration times, and therefore Flops, as compared to the pre-August configuration. Therefore, our 25 TFlops performance on 65 536 processors translated into only 48.1 TFlops on the full machine.
The calculations were all performed in double precision which means that each particle structure consisted of 88 bytes (position, velocity, and force vectors [24 bytes each], integer for type [4 bytes ] and a tag [4 bytes], and a double to analyze/characterize the atoms [8 bytes]). Hence, 320 billion atoms consume 26 226 GB for the particle structure information alone. Additional memory is needed for the cell structure, various buffers, and the executable and operating system on each node. This additional memory only amounts to less than 20% of the whole memory consumption (Livermore's BGL has 32 768 GB main memory). These numbers suggest that SPaSM with its efficient memory management would be able to perform with almost a trillion atoms in single precision on ASC Purple, which has a main memory of 48832 GB. 
Conclusions
Sophisticated use of the ever growing computational power makes it possible to investigated challenges in physics and other areas of science on the fundamental atomistic level. The 320 billion atoms simulated on BGL could represent a cubic piece of metal with an edge length well over a micrometer. With one iteration only taking slightly more than 20 seconds, a physical simulation on the micro scale in 3-dimensions is now in principle possible in a matter of weeks. One of the biggest challenges to make these ultra-large scale production runs feasible is the analysis and the input/output of the enormous data produced on long term storage such as huge parallel file systems. The input/output is also very important for restart capabilities since time to failure of these enormous multi-processor machines is usually only on the order of days. Another challenge -as represented by Los Alamos' Roadrunner project -is the efficient use of future large-scale hybrid architectures involving Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) processors and IBM Cell Broadband Engine (Cell BE) accelerators.
